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ONCOLOGY PRACTICES IN THE 1990s
by Marilyn M. Mannisto

This article presents the views ofoncologists in a variety a/practice settings,from a solo, private practice to a
large cancer center. These physicians discuss the major'challenges they face in their current practice setting,
as well as their predictions for future trends in oncology practices.

A Solo, Private Practice-,..--
Irvin D. Fleming,
M.D.,
SurgicalOncology
Memphis, TN

D. fleming rep
resents what may
bea dyingbreed:
theoncologist in

solo,private practice. fleming hasmain
tained hisprivate practice since1964. He
alsoserves aspart-time faculty atSt.lude 's
Children's Hospital andMethodist
Hospitals of Memphis.

The reimbursement challenges that
Flemingfacesas a privatepractitioner are,
he believes, leading many young physi
cians to join group practices. "It's easier
if you have a businessoffice that has
developed mechanisms to deal with reim
bursementproblemsand negotiationswith
third parties. I think young physicians are
being overwhelmed by such hassles." In
fact, Fleming thinks that "it is easier to
build up a private practice than it is to
cope with reimbursement issues."

Froma practice aspect, Fleming says
his greatest challenge is the increasing
"intrusionby third-party payorsintohow
you takecareof patients"-a factof life
thathe sayspertains to about70 percentof
hispatients. "I haveone staffpersonwho
virtually spends80 percentof the timecom
municating with third-party payors,"he
says. 'They all primarily want to know, I)
shouldthe patientbe admitted, 2) is the
treatment appropriate, and 3) how long
shouldthey bekept in the hospital? These
questions are primarily answered on the
basisof matching the patient'sdiagnosis
withthe norm,' Flemingsays. If his staff
"absolutely has no success"withthose
negotiations, Fleming mustget involved.

Fleminghas contracts with two
PPOs, primarily throughhis affiliation

with MethodistHospitals of Memphis.
He doesn't view his dealings with PPOs as
any worse or any better than other third
party payors,but he resents the "time and
energy" they require, the end result of
which, he contends, is "not reflected in
improved health care." Such intrusions
and current reimbursementpolicies force
Fleming to occasionallydo, what in his
view, is "second best" for his patients.
For instance,he points to the current,
widespread policy of admitting almost
everyoneon the day of the procedure,
instead of the night before. "That's fine
90 percent of the time, but totally inappro
priate for the other 10 percentof patients,
particularlydebilitatedpatients."

Moreover, he pointsto problems with
HCFA's peerreviewmechanism for Medi
care. "About one yearafter the patienthas
beentreated, they'll writeme a letterinquir
ingabout theappropriateness of the treat
ment,regardless of the patient'soutcome."
In short,Flemingsays,"we are forced to
make the patient'scare fit their rules."

The biggestchangein his practice has
beeneconomic, Flemingsays. "My fees
havebeenfrozen since 1984,"he says.
Regarding theadventofRBRVS,Fleming
notesthat "surgeons are usedto beingpaid
a global fee; the ideais not new to us. The
question is how it will shakeout as far as
the bottom line is concerned. HCFAthinks
it can adjustfees for different specialties
and not affectavailability of careor access
to care. Toa pointthat's true,but beyond
thatpointthe new systemcouldabsolutely
affectwhere physicians practice."

Anotherdownside to privatepractice,
Flemingsays,is that"you mustcoverfor
yourselfor you mustarrangecoverage."
Nevertheless, he points out that, in a group
practice setting, "you mustnegotiate every
thingyoudo. There is also the problem of
productivity; that is, what to do aboutthe
physician in thegroupwho is not working
as hardas theothers." Finally, he raisesthe
difficulty of allocating costsand expenses,
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particularly in a smallgroup. All in all, he
enjoys the"flexibility of a small,private
practiceover the more rigidstructure inher
ent in largeorganizations or groupprac
tices." Still,he predicts "fewerand fewer
physicians will start private,solopractices
in the future. Lookat me, I'm a dinosaurof
types,but I've been in private practice for
so long, I'm comfortable with it."

An Office-Based Group Practice

Burton Schwartz,
M.D.,
MedicalOncology
Minneapolis, MN

Dr. Schwartz
hasbeen partof a
largeoffice-based
practice for the

past six years. The Ll-oncologisr practice
maintains offices both in downtown
Minneapolis and thesuburbs. Practice
members are on staffat a numberof area
hospitals. Schwartz, who specializes in
bothmedicaloncology and hematology,
says the groupadministers chemotherapy in
bothoffices-a shift to the outpatient set
ting that he believeswillcontinue. And the
practice is getting busier. In fact, tryingto
keepup with the patientload is one of the
group's challenges, he says. However, at
the sametime, the move to outpatient care
is "affectingthe hospitals we're affiliated
with. Although the partnerswilloccasion
ally hospitalize a patient(e.g., whena
patientneedsa highdoseof cisplatin),
we're seeing toomanyhospital beds
unfilled," Schwartzsays. As a result,one
localhospital may be closing,which is
necessitating a "restructuring of how we
practice,"he says. In addition, "heavy
HMO infiltration in thearea is negatively
affecting reimbursement for chemotherapy
and someofficecodes."

As for futureplans,"we are trying to
stay in the forefront," Schwartzsays. To



that end, the group plans to become "more
involved in fourth modality technologies,"
most likely through a cooperative group.
Currently, two partners perform autologous
bone marrow transplantsat a Minneapolis
based hospital;a role he sees expanding.
The partners are already heavily involvedin
clinical research. In fact, Schwartz says, in
addition to cooperative groups,"we are
now involvedin studies directly with drug
companies." The group's physicians also
provide outreachservices at rural hospitals.
Finally,other partners are helpingdevelop
two separatecancer centers in the area.

The group may be one of the first to
set up its own quality assurance program.
"We're starting with a simple system we
hope to have in place within the next couple
of years," Schwartz says. "One physician
in the group is in charge of the program,
and is being assistedby staff at a local hos
pital who have experience setting up quality
assuranceprograms at the hospital level."
It's the group's view that, eventually,all
group practices will have quality assurance
programs in place, "ifnot because of a man
date by the government, then at the prompt
ing of insurancecompanies."

A Multidisciplinary Clinic

Albert B. Einstein,
Jr., M.D.,
Medical Oncology
Seattle, WA

D. Einstein has
been a medical
oncologistat the

_-'-oJ VirginiaMason
Clinic since 1976. He also serves as
Medical Director-for the Virginia Mason
Cancer Center,Presidentof the Virginia
Mason ResearchCenter Board of Trustees,
and Principal Investigatorfor the Virginia
Mason CCOP Program. He spends about
40 percentof the time on management
functionsand the rest in clinical practice.

Einstein is an employee of the clinic,
as are all of VirginiaMason's 250 multidis
ciplinary physicians. New physicians are
"associates" for the first two years, and
then become members at which time they
sign a contract, Einsteinexplains. 'The
contract is automatically renewed; there are
no negotiations. A committee of physi
cians determinescompensation levels
based on productivity,professional attain
ments, and their perception of a physician's

achievements within the organization."
One of the major challengesfor

Einstein is "balancing administrative,
clinical research,and clinical practice
responsibilities in a setting where there is a
strong emphasison medicalpractice." He
explains that while"physiciansplaya
strong role in management,they nevergive
up the practice of medicine. There are no
full-timephysicianadministrators; even the
CEO practicesmedicine." From an admin
istrative standpoint, Einsteinemphasizesthe
challengeof workingwith other administra
tors. "You musthave good administrative
people to rely on, particularlywhen you are
a part-timeadministrator. Youalso need a
good working relationship betweenphysi
cians and administrators. The advantage I
perceive [in this practice setting]is that we
are all a part of the organization. Unlike a
communityhospital where physiciansand
administratorsfrequentlyhavedifferent
agendas,we work collaboratively because
we have the same goals."

Nevertheless,the clinic as a whole is
facing some major challenges. "How to
continue to havea positivebottom line in an
environmentof decreasedreimbursement
and increasedoverheadcosts; how to man
age expenses and, at the same time, provide
quality care, consumesa majorityof our
time and actions," he says. "It also impacts
the developmentof new servicesand places
constraintson staff recruitment." For
instance, he says, "I just hired a full-time
administrativedirectorfor the cancer pre
gram, which took eight years:' Einstein is
proud of that accomplishment, explaining
that "at Virginia Mason,administrativepeo
ple have always been responsiblefor multi
ple programs;this position,dedicatedsolely
to the cancer program,is a first."

Another issue is "how we keep the
CCOP running when a largepart of the
budgetneededto support it must come from
our own institution." As Principal Invest
igator,Einstein"must continuallyjustify the
need for those resources." Fortunately, he
says, "we receivedonated funds specified
for cancer research,so we are not compet
ing with other types of programsfor funds.
But that pot is not large; CCOP budget
needs are increasing while NCI funding is
decreasing." Such budgetconstraintsare
particularlytrue for cancer control research,
which he says is "underestimatedin terms
of the necessarytime and resourcesneeded
to perform research;there are hiddencosts
the NCI is not acknowledging."
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Einsteinbelievesthe future holds a
'.'closer alliancebetweenphysiciansand
hospitals,both geographically and
organizationally. Seattle hospitalsare build
ing medicalofficebuildingsadjacentto the
hospital to help identifyphysicianswith the
institution. Wearealso seeingphysicians
moving from privatepracticesinto larger
group and multi-grouppractices," he says.
Einsteinalso predictsthat, although"it's
hard to know where reimbursementissues
aregoing to take us," he believes that
"chemotherapyand laboratorytestingwill
be less a part of physicians' practices. Once
RBRVS is in place, "physicianswill be
receivingmore of their compensation based
on the time they spend with patients."

An Independent Medical
Oncology Gronp

William Dugan,
M.D.,

Medical Oncology
Indianapolis, IN

Dr. Dugan has a
private practice, is
the Principal

"::_ :-:-" Investigator for a
CCOP,and is President of Indiana
Community Cancer Care (lCCC), a free
standing corporation that contracts with
more than 20 hospitals throughout Indiana
to provide oncology care.

ICCC currently is composed of 12
oncologistsfrom multiple private practice
groups who participate in the corporation's
outreachprograms, as well as eight office
staff members. The corporation's contrac
tual services include training nurses at local
hospitals in the administrationof
chemotherapy, setting up tumor registries,
establishingcancer committees, writing
annual reports, providing subspecialtycon
sultations,performingall quality assurance,
and educating nurses toward certification.
The physicians are paid on a fee-for-service
basis by third parties, and the corporation is
governed by a board of directors. ICCC
was formed in 1982and began its first pro
gram in 1983. This past year, its physicians
saw 2,lXlO new cancer patients.

According to Dugan, "the number
one challenge is obtaining adequate reim
bursement. The number two challenge is
that, in order to remain competitive, we
need a large critical mass that can afford
the technologies that will allow us to deal



with the 1990s." Forinstance, Dugan
points to oncologists' ability to "buy scan
ning computers that can print out consul
tations and be handed to patients before
they leave. The solo practitioner can't
afford that kind of technology," he says.

"My belief is that for medical oncolo
gists to be successful in the 1990s, they
must be bigger than anyone hospital they
network with," Dugan contends. He
believes that "networking is the buzzword
for the 19908;" that it should be occurring
"between practicing physicians, with pri
mary and secondary hospitals, and at every
other level. The ACCC is a network;
CCOPs are a network. You can no longer
have a simple, one-person practice without
networking." Dugan believes that "net
working will allow private practitioner's to
survive and succeed."

''The other advantage of networking
between multiple hospitals, in this day and
age of managed care, is that if I see a
patient in consultation, but can't admit
that patient to the hospital I'm affiliated
with, because of restrictions [on sites of
care], I can refer that patient to another
physician in the group, and at least we
don't lose the patient entirely."

Furthermore, Dugan is commined to
preventing the "unnecessary duplication of
services in hospitals." That is the purpose
of Cancer Center Associates, Inc.,
Indianapolis, of which Dugan is vice presi
dent. The organization is owned by 15
oncologists, including medical oncologists
from competing group practices and, most
recently, pediatric oncologists. "It's not a
money-making organization for the oncolo
gists, but a practical affiliation wherein we
can support bone marrow transplants and
other new technologies in the future. The
group was formed to ensure that oncologists
have an effective voice in preventing the
duplication of services by hospital adminis
trators," Dugan explains. He believes that
such a voice is necessary. "Frankly," he
says, "hospitals will compete until the cows
come home. And although that's not neces
sarily bad, I believe that medical resources
are too precious for the duplication of
oncology services and technologies."

The goal of Cancer Center Associates
is to determine that "Hospital A will do
bone marrow transplants, Hospital B will
be the area's gynecologic oncology center,
etc." The group "hasn't achieved that
goal yet," Dugan says, but it has formed a
freestanding corporation that hired a bone

marrow team to perform both autologous
and allogeneic transplants at Methodist
Hospital. "We can't tell hospital's they
can't offer bone marrow transplantation,
but if they have difficulty finding patients
on which to perform transplants at their
institution, that should effectively impede
duplication of services."

An Independent Radiation
Oncology Group

Thomas Sawyer,
M.D.,
Radiation
Oncology
Orlando, FL

Dr. Sawyer has
been an assistant
professor of radia

tion therapy at a university hospital, affiliat
ed with a community hospital through a
diagnostic radiology group. an independent
practitioner at a freestanding radiation cen
ter, and the president of a private corpora
tion of radiation oncologists. One year ago,
Dr. Sawyer retired from practice and is cur
rently enrolled in law school.

"At the time that I started my radiolo
gy residency, it was during a period of
transition, in which the subspecialties of
diagnostic and therapeutic radiology were
evolving," Sawyer explains. "In fact, I
was the first resident at the University of
Florida in radiation therapy. At that time,
there were only about 50 full-time practi
tioners in the country,"

After stints in a private practice and as
an independent radiation oncologist at a
freestanding center, Sawyer joined the staff
at an Orlando community hospital with the
"understanding that {thehospital] would
build a separate radiation therapy depart
ment, its medical staff would be recognized
as such, and the three or four physicians on
staff would be functioning as full-time radi
ation oncologists."

Shortly afterward, the group "had an
offer from a hospital 20 to 30 miles north to
build and manage a radiation therapy
department for it. Due to constraints, such
as certification of need (CON), this hospital
decided to contract with a group of physi
cians to build and operate the center."
When Sawyer left the group about a year
ago, there were 10 physicians in the group,
6 physicists, 7 dosimetrists, and, in all, the
practice was employing or supervising

about 100 people and treating approximate
ly 250 patients per day. The group was
managing five hospital departments and a
private facility. Moreover, the group had
just contracted with the M.D. Anderson
Outreach Corporation to provide radiation
oncology services for its planned compre
hensive cancer center in Orlando, and it had
plans to develop another private facility.

"What started out as a small practice
became, over the next 15 years, one of the
largest, if not the largest radiation oncology
practice in the country," Sawyer notes. The
corporation's rapid growth and the logistics
of partners practicing in mulliple sites made
management difficull, Sawyer says. "We
started off using democratic principles of
management; physicians were brought in as
partners. That worked well when we were a
small group operating out of one depart
ment. As we grew, it became harder to
communicate and everyone wanted to have
a say in every decision. We held monthly
meetings, which helped, and we tried to
implement phone conferences, but from a
management standpoint, the practice was
cumbersome and I didn't feel that it had
long-term stability. I felt we needed major
structural changes in the way the practice
was managed. In addition, M.D. Anderson
indicated that our practice would double in
the next 5 to 10 years, and we were talking
about opening another private center, which
meant an additional 10 to 15 partners."

According to Sawyer, however, "the
group was unwilling to make major struc
tural changes, such as establishing an
executive board for decision making."
Moreover, "there was discontent internally,
because of the agreement with M.D.
Anderson-some partners were for it, oth
ers were against it. I was a visionary and I
think physicians tend to beconservative.
We ended up with people who didn't have
the same vision and people who simply
wanted to preserve the status quo."

Sawyer not only left the group, but he
enrolled in law school and is no longer
practicing medicine. "I hope to come out of
law school with a strong service orientation
and to do patient advocacy; not in terms of
malpractice, but there are enormous
changes radiation oncology is facing,
especially in terms of reimbursement."

Sawyer has strong views about the
future of radiation oncology. "I think the
specialty is vulnerable, because medical
oncologists have become the gatekeepers."
He contends that, increasingly, "where the
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choice of radiation therapy or medical
oncology is an equivalent, or largely equiv
alent, measure of treatment, medical oncol
ogists, as gatekeepers, select chemotherapy.
I see increasing competition with radiation
oncology and in the future, I think radiation
oncologists could seea sharp decrease in
the number of patients they treat."

There are also going to be "decided
changes in reimbursement" for radiation
therapy, Sawyer says. "It has been noted
that radiation oncology is the most highly
paid specialty; that will certainly change
with the advent of a RBRVS system of
payment. I think radiation therapy may
have seen its heyday, and it may not
remain dominant over more than the next
decade. As newer methods of treatment
come along that minimize the damage that
occurs with radiation, as medical oncolo
gy improves, and as other modalities, such
as genetic therapies, come on line "there
will be less and less need for radiation
therapy," he predicts. "It's true that the
field is working on sensitizing agents, but
I think that research is limited. In my
experience. radiation oncologists seem
less willing to participate in research stud
ies than medical oncologists. And I think
that will lead to medical oncologists gain
ing the upper hand." If the specialty is to
continue to be successful, "we need to test
a variety of sensitizing agents and to
develop new techniques and strategies,"
Sawyer says. "I don't see that being done
by radiation oncologists in private prac
tice. Being the highly-paid specialists that
we are, we need to devote more of those
resources to research, even if it means
decreasing our patient loads and, thus, our
revenues. As physicians, we have a
responsibility to continually try to make
improvements in patient care."

A Cancer Center Medical Director

Albert M. Brady,
M.D.,

Medical Oncology
Denver, CO

D. Brady spent
12 years in a medi
cal oncology group
practice before he

accepted a full-time position as Medical
Director of the Cancer Care Center at
Porter Memorial Hospital, Denver. While
he was in private practice iii Portland, OR,

he had a number of administrative respon
sibilities, including Director of the oncolo
gy unit at GoodSamaritan Hospital, Vice
Chairman of the hospital's cancer commit
tee, and Chairman of the hematology
oncology section.

"I moved to Denver about 20 months
ago to take on the full-time position of
Medical Director. I still do consultations
and some work at rural clinics in the area
but, in all, only 10 percent of my time is
devoted to clinical practice." Brady made
the shift to full-time administration because
he "wanted the opportunity to develop an
oncology program and to develop site
specific programs and activities at the can
cer center. I wanted to be affiliated with an
institution that was willing to make a com
mitment to oncology program development,
both administratively and financially."

As Medical Director, Brady says his
number-one challenge is to "develop a
mode of practice that is compatible with
private practice and to develop activities
that promote the center:' He believes that
site-specific activities at centers will be
"the wave of the future." Physicians "who
have an interest in a particular disease
should perform patient workups and make
the treatment recommendations," he con
tends. But, he admits, "its difficult to bal
ance the tensions between the traditional
health delivery system and services that
will benefit patients," According to Brady,
the Denver area is dominated by small, sin
gle specialty practices and "oncologists
have mixed feelings about site-specific
activities being developed in the center.
They fear it will hurt their practices. And
the concept is so foreign that physicians are
intimidated and try to either stall or prevent
their implementation. Clearly, without
physician participation in such clinics, they
won't be viable. On the other hand, we
can't build a coordinated program that is
attractive to the public unless we have a
focused program,"

Another high priority for Brady is clin
ical research, "There are plenty of opportu
nities to participate in clinical research. My
challenge is to mesh those opportunities
with the prejudices and interests of the insti
tution and its medical staff," Brady
believes medical directors have a major role
to play in improving accrual to research tri
als. "Medical directors should make it a
priority to help physicians who are having
logistical problems with protocols, to make
it as easy as possible to enroll patients on
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trials, and to increase the medical staff's
awareness of, and participation in, clinical
trials. Physicians' need to have inculcated
In them a thought process that always con
siders the possibility of entering each
patient they see on a clinical trial. Our insti
tution accrues about two-thirds of all the
patients on trials through our CGOP. I think
that in large measure, that's because of my
efforts as medical director."

Another challenge that Brady empha
sizes is procuring capital funds for the
oncology program. "How to politic for
your program and ensure that it's a high
priority in the institution is an ongoing
challenge." Moreover, "specialty societies
seem to have withdrawn from their
attempts to develop standards ofcare"-a
situation that Brady hopes will be rectified.
"It's too difficult to try to develop standards
on a single institution basis. I hope the soci
eties get involved in standard development.
Societies could much more readily develop
standards that reach down to every level of
care and across the broad spectrum of
oncology, which would improve the quality
ofcare,diminish lengths of stays, and
improve the reimbursement situation for
hospitals." For instance, he says, "it is
unacceptable to have a patient hospitalized
for 30 days for pain or 15 days for hyper
calcemia," Unfortunately, "there is a
conflict between physicians and hospitals;
the longer a patient is in the hospital, the
more money a physician makes, but the
reverse is true for hospitals."

In the future, Brady predicts that
"small, single specialty groups will coa
lesce into larger group practices" both to
improve their "financial viability" and to
facilitate "changes in lifestyles" that will
free up more of their time. He also
believes that the successful group prac
tices will be the ones that are "working
more closely with cancer centers and sup
porting their activities."

As far as medical directors are con
cerned, Brady thinks that full-time directors
will "become more common. For part-time
directors, there is a constant pull between
their private practices and their salaried
positions. It's difficult to maintain a bal
ance. But as institutions become more
sophisticated, I think they will begin
demanding that medical directors fulfilJ
their contracts in terms of the tasks they
perform and the time they devote to those
tasks. When that happens, I think we will
see a proliferation of medical directors." •


